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ABSTRACT
Context. Stage IV weak lensing experiments will offer more than an order of magnitude leap in precision. We must therefore ensure that our
analyses remain accurate in this new era. Accordingly, previously ignored systematic effects must be addressed.
Aims. In this work, we evaluate the impact of the reduced shear approximation and magnification bias on information obtained from the angular
power spectrum. To first-order, the statistics of reduced shear, a combination of shear and convergence, are taken to be equal to those of shear.
However, this approximation can induce a bias in the cosmological parameters that can no longer be neglected. A separate bias arises from the
statistics of shear being altered by the preferential selection of galaxies and the dilution of their surface densities in high-magnification regions.
Methods. The corrections for these systematic effects take similar forms, allowing them to be treated together. We calculated the impact of
neglecting these effects on the cosmological parameters that would be determined from Euclid, using cosmic shear tomography. To do so, we
employed the Fisher matrix formalism, and included the impact of the super-sample covariance. We also demonstrate how the reduced shear
correction can be calculated using a lognormal field forward modelling approach.
Results. These effects cause significant biases in Ωm, σ8, ns, ΩDE, w0, and wa of −0.53σ, 0.43σ, −0.34σ, 1.36σ, −0.68σ, and 1.21σ, respectively.
We then show that these lensing biases interact with another systematic effect: the intrinsic alignment of galaxies. Accordingly, we have developed
the formalism for an intrinsic alignment-enhanced lensing bias correction. Applying this to Euclid, we find that the additional terms introduced by
this correction are sub-dominant.
Key words. gravitational lensing: weak – cosmology: observations – methods: analytical
1. Introduction
The constituent parts of the Λ cold dark matter (ΛCDM) model,
and its extensions, are not all fully understood. In the current
framework, there is no definitive explanation for the physical
natures of dark matter and dark energy. Today, there are a vari-
ety of techniques available to better constrain our knowledge
of the ΛCDM cosmological parameters. Cosmic shear, which
is the distortion in the observed shapes of distant galaxies due
to weak gravitational lensing by the large-scale structure of the
Universe (LSS), is one such cosmological probe. By measuring
this distortion over large samples of galaxies, the LSS can be
explored. Given that the LSS depends on density fluctuations
and the geometry of the Universe, this measurement allows for
the constraining of cosmological parameters. In particular, it is
a powerful tool to study dark energy (Albrecht et al. 2006). A
three-dimensional, redshift-dependent, picture can be obtained
using a technique known as tomography. In this technique, the
observed galaxies are divided into different tomographic bins;
each covering a different redshift range.
? This paper is published on behalf of the Euclid Consortium.
Since its debut at the turn of the millennium (Bacon et al.
2000; Kaiser et al. 2000; Van Waerbeke et al. 2000; Wittman et al.
2000; Rhodes et al. 2000), studies of cosmic shear have evolved
to the point where multiple independent surveys have carried out
precision cosmology (Dark Energy Survey Collaboration 2005;
Heymans et al. 2012; Hildebrandt et al. 2017). Now, with the
impending arrival of Stage IV (Albrecht et al. 2006) dark energy
experiments, such as Euclid1 (Laureijs et al. 2011), WFIRST2
(Akeson et al. 2019), and LSST3 (LSST Science Collaboration
et al. 2009), we are poised for a leap in precision. For example,
even a pessimistic analysis of Euclid weak lensing data is pro-
jected to increase precision by a factor of∼25 over current surveys
(Sellentin & Starck 2019).
To ensure that the accuracy of the analysis keeps up with
the increasing precision of the measurements, the impact of pre-
viously neglected physical effects must be evaluated. In cosmic
shear a wide range of scales are probed, so the non-linear matter
1 https://www.euclid-ec.org/
2 https://www.nasa.gov/wfirst
3 https://www.lsst.org/
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power spectrum must be precisely modelled. This can be accom-
plished through model fitting to N-body simulations (Smith et al.
2003; Takahashi et al. 2012). A robust understanding of how
baryonic physics affects the matter power spectrum is also nec-
essary (Rudd et al. 2008; Semboloni et al. 2013). Furthermore,
spurious signals arising from intrinsic alignments (IAs; Joachimi
et al. 2015; Kirk et al. 2015; Kiessling et al. 2015) in observed
galaxy shapes need to be taken into account.
Additionally, assumptions in the theoretical formalism must
also be relaxed. The effects of several such extensions on a
Euclid-like experiment have been investigated. These include:
the impacts of relaxing the Limber, Hankel transform and flat-
sky approximations (Kitching et al. 2017), of using unequal-
time correlators (Kitching & Heavens 2017), and of making the
spatially-flat Universe approximation (Taylor et al. 2018).
The formalism to correct for the effect of measuring reduced
shear, rather than shear itself, is known (Shapiro 2009; Krause
& Hirata 2010). However, its impact on impending surveys has
not yet been quantified. The correction to the two-point cosmic
shear statistic for magnification bias is also known. While the
impact of this on Stage IV experiments has been quantified in
Liu et al. (2014), the approach taken here risks underestimat-
ing the bias for surveys covering the redshift range of Euclid.
Rather than assuming that the magnification bias at the survey’s
mean redshift is representative of the bias at all covered red-
shifts, a tomographic approach is required. Magnification bias
also affects measurements of galaxy clustering; which is the
other of Euclid’s major probes. Thiele et al. (2020), Lorenz et al.
(2018), Duncan et al. (2014) study the impact of magnification
on the clustering sample, and as such complement this work in
forming a holistic picture of the effect on Euclid.
Conveniently, the magnification bias correction takes a math-
ematically similar form to that of reduced shear; meaning these
corrections can be treated together (Schmidt et al. 2009). Within
this work, we calculate the bias on the predicted cosmological
parameters obtained from Euclid, when these two effects are
neglected. We further extend the existing correction formalism
to include the impact of IAs, and recompute the bias for this
case.
In Sect. 2, we establish the theoretical formalism. We begin
by summarising the standard, first-order, cosmic shear power
spectrum calculation. We then review the basic reduced shear
correction formalism of Shapiro (2009). Following this, the cor-
rection for magnification bias is explained. Next, the theory
used to account for the IAs is examined. We then combine the
discussed schemes, in order to create a description of an IA-
enhanced lensing bias correction to the cosmic shear power spec-
trum. We also explain how we quantify the uncertainties and
biases induced in the measured cosmological parameters.
In Sect. 3, we describe how we calculated the impact of the
aforementioned corrections for Euclid. Our modelling assump-
tions and choice of fiducial cosmology are stated, and computa-
tional specifics are given.
Finally, in Sect. 4, our results are presented, and their impli-
cations for Euclid are discussed. The biases and change in con-
fidence contours of cosmological parameters, resulting from the
basic reduced shear and magnification bias corrections, are pre-
sented. We also present the biases from the IA-enhanced lensing
bias correction.
2. Theoretical formalism
Here, we first review the standard cosmic shear calculation. We
then explain the corrections required to account for the reduced
shear approximation, and for magnification bias. We further con-
sider the effects of IAs, and construct an IA-enhanced lensing
bias correction. The formalism for accounting for the shot noise
is then stated. Our chosen framework for predicting uncertainties
and biases is also detailed.
2.1. The standard cosmic shear calculation
When a distant galaxy is weakly lensed, the change in its
observed ellipticity is proportional to the reduced shear, g:
gα(θ) =
γα(θ)
1 − κ(θ) , (1)
where θ is the galaxy’s position on the sky, γ is the shear, which
is an anisotropic stretching that turns circular distributions of
light elliptical, and κ is the convergence, which is an isotropic
change in the size of the image. The superscript, α, encodes the
fact that the spin-2 shear has two components. Since |γ|, |κ| 
1 for individual galaxies in weak lensing, Eq. (1) is typically
approximated to first-order as gα(θ) ≈ γα(θ). This is known as
the reduced shear approximation.
The convergence of a source being weakly lensed by the
LSS, in a tomographic redshift bin i, is given by:
κi(θ) =
∫ χlim
0
dχ δ[dA(χ)θ, χ] Wi(χ). (2)
It is the projection of the density contrast of the Universe, δ,
over the comoving distance, χ, along the line-of-sight, to the lim-
iting comoving distance of the observed sample of sources, χlim.
The function dA(χ) accounts for the curvature of the Universe,
K, depending on whether it is flat, open, or closed:
dA(χ) =

|K|−1/2 sin(|K|−1/2χ) K > 0 (Closed)
χ K = 0 (Flat)
|K|−1/2 sinh(|K|−1/2χ) K < 0 (Open),
(3)
and Wi(χ) is the lensing kernel for sources in bin i, with the def-
inition
Wi(χ) =
3
2
Ωm
H20
c2
dA(χ)
a(χ)
∫ χlim
χ
dχ′ ni(χ′)
dA(χ′ − χ)
dA(χ′)
· (4)
Here, Ωm is the dimensionless present-day matter density
parameter of the Universe, H0 is the Hubble constant, c is the
speed of light in a vacuum, a(χ) is the scale factor of the Uni-
verse, and ni(χ) is the probability distribution of galaxies within
bin i.
Meanwhile, the two shear components, for a bin i, when
caused by a lensing mass distribution, can be related to the con-
vergence in a straightforward manner in frequency space:
γ˜αi (`) =
1
`(` + 1)
√
(` + 2)!
(` − 2)! T
α(`) κ˜i(`), (5)
where ` is the spherical harmonic conjugate of θ. Here, the
small-angle limit is used. However, we do not apply the “pref-
actor unity” approximation (Kitching et al. 2017), in which the
factor of 1/`(` + 1)
√
(` + 2)!/(` − 2)! is taken to be one, despite
the fact that the impact of making the approximation is neg-
ligible for a Euclid-like survey (Kilbinger et al. 2017). This
is done to allow consistent comparison with the spherical-sky
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reduced shear and magnification bias corrections. The trigono-
metric weighting functions, Tα(`), of the two shear components
are defined as:
T 1(`) = cos(2φ`), (6)
T 2(`) = sin(2φ`), (7)
with φl being the angular component of vector ` which has mag-
nitude `. Then, for an arbitrary shear field (e.g. one estimated
from data), the two shear components can be linearly combined
to be represented as a curl-free E-mode, and a divergence-free
B-mode:
E˜i(`) =
∑
α
Tα γ˜αi (`), (8)
B˜i(`) =
∑
α
∑
β
εαβ Tα(`) γ˜βi (`), (9)
where εαβ is the two-dimensional Levi–Civita symbol, so that
ε12 = −ε21 = 1 and ε11 = ε22 = 0. The B-mode vanishes in the
absence of any higher-order systematic effects. Therefore, we
can then define the E-mode angular auto-correlation and cross-
correlation spectra, Cγγ
`;i j, as:
〈E˜i(`)E˜ j(`′)〉 = (2pi)2 δ2D(` + `′)Cγγ`;i j, (10)
where δ2D is the two-dimensional Dirac delta function. From
here, an expression is derived for Cγγ
`;i j:
Cγγ
`;i j =
(` + 2)!
(` − 2)!
1
(` + 1/2)4
∫ χlim
0
dχ
Wi(χ)W j(χ)
d 2A(χ)
Pδδ(k, χ), (11)
where Pδδ(k, χ) is the three-dimensional matter power spectrum.
Obtaining Eq. (11) relies on making the Limber approximation,
that is, assuming that only `-modes in the plane of the sky con-
tribute to the lensing signal. Under the Limber approximation,
k = (`+1/2)/dA(χ). In this equation, the factors of (`+2)!/(`−2)!
and 1/(` + 1/2)4 come once again from the fact that the prefac-
tor unity approximation is not used. For a comprehensive review,
see Kilbinger (2015).
2.2. The reduced shear correction
We account for the effects of the reduced shear approximation by
means of a second-order correction to Eq. (11) (Shapiro 2009;
Krause & Hirata 2010; Dodelson et al. 2006). This can be done
by taking the Taylor expansion of Eq. (1) around κ = 0, and
keeping terms up to second-order:
gα(θ) = γα(θ) + (γακ)(θ) + O(κ3). (12)
By substituting this expanded form of gα for γα in Eq. (8) and
then recomputing the E-mode ensemble average, we obtain the
original result of Eq. (10), plus a correction:
δ〈E˜i(`)E˜ j(`′)〉 = (2pi)2 δ2D(` + `′) δCRS`;i j
=
∑
α
∑
β
Tα(`)T β(`′)〈(˜γακ)i(`) γ˜βj (`′)〉
+ Tα(`′)T β(`)〈(˜γακ) j(`′) γ˜βi (`)〉, (13)
where δCRS
`;i j are the resulting corrections to the angular auto and
cross-correlation spectra. Applying the Limber approximation
once more, we obtain an expression for these:
δCRS`;i j = `(` + 1)
(` + 2)!
(` − 2)!
1
(` + 1/2)6
∫ ∞
0
d2`′
(2pi)2
cos(2φ′` − 2φ`)
× Bκκκi j (`, `′,−` − `′). (14)
The factors of `(` + 1)(` + 2)!/(` − 2)! and 1/(` + 1/2)6 arise
from foregoing the three-point equivalent of the prefactor unity
approximation. As in the case of Eq. (5), the product of these
factors can be well approximated by one. However, we do not
make this approximation for the sake of completeness, and as
the additional factors do not add any significant computational
expense. Here, Bκκκi j is the two-redshift convergence bispectrum,
which takes the following form:
Bκκκi j (`1, `2, `3) = B
κκκ
ii j (`1, `2, `3) + B
κκκ
i j j (`1, `2, `3)
=
∫ χlim
0
dχ
d 4A(χ)
Wi(χ)W j(χ)[Wi(χ) + W j(χ)]
× Bδδδ(k1, k2, k3, χ), (15)
where Bκκκii j and B
κκκ
i j j are the three-redshift bispectra, kx is the
magnitude and φ`;x is the angular component of kx (for x =
1, 2, 3). Under the Limber approximation, kx = (`x +1/2)/dA(χ).
Here, we also approximate our photometric redshift bins to be
infinitesimally narrow. In reality, because these bins would have
a finite width, the product of lensing kernels in Eq. (15) would be
replaced by a single integral over the products of the contents of
the integral in Eq. (4). Accordingly, the values of the bispectrum
would be slightly higher. However, given that Euclid will have
high quality photometric redshift measurement, we expect this
difference to be negligible. Consequently, in our calculations we
proceeded with the narrow-bin approximation, which allowed us
to use the same lensing kernels as used in the power spectrum
calculation.
Analogous to the first-order power spectra being projec-
tions of the three-dimensional matter power spectrum, the
two-dimensional convergence bispectra are a projection of the
three-dimensional matter bispectrum, Bδδδ(k1, k2, k3, χ). The
analytic form of the matter bispectrum is not well known.
Instead, a semi-analytic approach starting with second-order
perturbation theory (Fry 1984), and then fitting its result to
N-body simulations, is employed. We used the fitting formula of
Scoccimarro & Couchman (2001). Accordingly, the matter bis-
pectrum can be written:
Bδδδ(k1, k2, k3, χ) = 2Feff2 (k1, k2) Pδδ(k1, χ)Pδδ(k2, χ) + cyc.,
(16)
where Feff2 encapsulates the simulation fitting aspect, and is
defined as:
Feff2 (k1, k2) =
5
7
a(ns, k1) a(ns, k2)
+
1
2
k1 · k2
k1k2
(k1
k2
+
k2
k1
)
b(ns, k1) b(ns, k2)
+
2
7
( k1 · k2
k1k2
)2
c(ns, k1) c(ns, k2), (17)
where ns is the scalar spectral index, which indicates the devia-
tion of the primordial matter power spectrum from scale invari-
ance (ns = 1), and the functions a, b, and c are fitting functions,
defined in Scoccimarro & Couchman (2001). There are no addi-
tional correction terms of form E˜B˜ or B˜B˜, and it has been shown
that higher-order terms are sub-dominant (Krause & Hirata 2010),
so further terms in Eq. (12) can be neglected for now.
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2.3. The magnification bias correction
The observed overdensity of galaxies on the sky is affected by
gravitational lensing in two competing ways (Turner et al. 1984).
Firstly, individual galaxies can be magnified (or demagnified),
which results in their flux being increased (or decreased). At the
flux limit of a survey, this can cause fainter sources (which in
the absence of lensing would be excluded) to be included in the
observed sample. Conversely, the density of galaxies in the patch
of sky around this source appears reduced (or increased) due to
the patch of sky being magnified (or demagnified) similarly to
the source. Accordingly, the net effect of these depends on the
slope of the intrinsic, unlensed, galaxy luminosity function, at
the survey’s flux limit. This net effect is known as magnifica-
tion bias. Additionally, galaxies can also be pulled into a sample
because their effective radius is increased as a consequence of
magnification, such that they pass a resolution factor cut. In this
work, we do not consider this effect as it is more important for
ground-based surveys than space-based ones such as Euclid.
In the case of weak lensing, where |κ|  1, and assuming
that fluctuations in the intrinsic galaxy overdensity are small on
the scales of interest, the observed galaxy overdensity in tomo-
graphic bin i is (Hui et al. 2007; Turner et al. 1984):
δ
g
obs;i(θ) = δ
g
i (θ) + (5si − 2)κi(θ), (18)
where δgi (θ) is the intrinsic, unlensed, galaxy overdensity in bin
i, and si is the slope of the cumulative galaxy number counts
brighter than the survey’s limiting magnitude, mlim, in redshift
bin i. This slope is defined as:
si =
∂log10 n(z¯i,m)
∂m
∣∣∣∣∣
mlim
, (19)
where n(z¯i,m) is the true distribution of galaxies, evaluated at
the central redshift of bin i, z¯i. It is important to note that, in
practice, this slope is determined from observations, and accord-
ingly depends on the wavelength band within which the galaxy
is observed in addition to its redshift.
Operationally, magnification bias causes the true shear, γαi ,
to be replaced, within the estimator used to determine the power
spectrum from data, by an “observed” shear:
γαobs;i −→ γαi + γαi δgobs;i = γαi + γαi δgi + (5si − 2)γαi κi. (20)
Now, we can evaluate the impact of magnification bias on the
two-point statistic by substituting γ˜αobs;i for γ˜
α
i in Eq. (8), and
recomputing. As source-lens clustering terms of the form γαi δ
g
i
are negligible (Schmidt et al. 2009), we recover the standard
result of Eq. (10), with an additional correction term:
δ〈E˜i(`)E˜ j(`′)〉 =
∑
α
∑
β
Tα(`)T β(`′)(5si − 2)〈(˜γακ)i(`) γ˜βj (`′)〉
+ Tα(`′)T β(`)(5s j − 2)〈(˜γακ) j(`′) γ˜βi (`)〉. (21)
Analogously to the reduced shear case, we then obtain corrections
to the auto and cross-correlation angular spectra of the form:
δCMB`;i j = `(` + 1)
(` + 2)!
(` − 2)!
1
(` + 1/2)6
∫ ∞
0
d2`′
(2pi)2
cos(2φ′` − 2φ`)
× [(5si − 2)Bκκκii j (`, `′,−` − `′)
+ (5s j − 2)Bκκκi j j (`, `′,−` − `′)]. (22)
We note that the mathematical form of Eq. (22) is simply
Eq. (14) with factors of (5si − 2) and (5s j − 2) applied to the
corresponding bispectra. These additional prefactors are due to
the magnification bias contribution from each bin depending on
the slope of the luminosity function in that bin. Accordingly, we
are able to compute both of these effects for the computational
cost of one.
2.4. Intrinsic alignments
When galaxies form near each other, they do so in a similar
tidal field. Such tidal process occurring during galaxy forma-
tion, together with other processes such as spin correlations, can
induce a preferred, intrinsically correlated, alignment of galaxy
shapes (Joachimi et al. 2015; Kirk et al. 2015; Kiessling et al.
2015). To first-order, this can be thought of as an additional con-
tribution to the observed ellipticity of a galaxy, :
 = γ + γI +  s, (23)
where γ = γ1 + iγ2 is the gravitational lensing shear, γI is the
contribution to the observed shape resulting from IAs, and  s is
the source ellipticity that the galaxy would have in the absence
of the process causing the IA.
Using Eq. (23), we find that the theoretical two-point statis-
tic (e.g. the two-point correlation function, or the power spec-
trum) consists of three types of terms: 〈γγ〉, 〈γIγ〉, and 〈γIγI〉.
The first of these terms leads to the standard lensing power spec-
tra of Eq. (11), while the other two terms lead to additional con-
tributions to the observed power spectra, C
`;i j, so that:
C`;i j = C
γγ
`;i j + C
Iγ
`;i j + C
II
`;i j + N

`;i j, (24)
where CIγ
`;i j represents the correlation between the background
shear and the foreground IA,CII`;i j are the auto-correlation spectra
of the IAs, and N
`;i j is a shot noise term. The additional spectra
can be described in a similar manner to the shear power spectra,
by way of the non-linear alignment (NLA) model (Bridle & King
2007):
CIγ
`;i j =
(` + 2)!
(` − 2)!
1
(` + 1/2)4
∫ χlim
0
dχ
d 2A(χ)
[Wi(χ)n j(χ)
+ ni(χ)W j(χ)]PδI(k, χ), (25)
CII`;i j =
(` + 2)!
(` − 2)!
1
(` + 1/2)4
∫ χlim
0
dχ
d 2A(χ)
ni(χ) n j(χ) PII(k, χ), (26)
where the intrinsic alignment power spectra, PδI(k, χ) and
PII(k, χ), are expressed as functions of the matter power
spectra:
PδI(k, χ) =
−AIACIAΩm
D(χ)
Pδδ(k, χ), (27)
PII(k, χ) =
(−AIACIAΩm
D(χ)
)2
Pδδ(k, χ), (28)
in which AIA and CIA are free model parameters to be deter-
mined by fitting to data or simulations, and D(χ) is the growth
factor of density perturbations in the Universe, as a function of
comoving distance.
2.5. IA-enhanced lensing bias
The reduced shear approximation is also used when consider-
ing the impact of IAs, and magnification bias plays a role here
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too. We account for these by substituting the appropriate second-
order expansions of the shear, Eqs. (12) and (20), in place of γ
within Eq. (23). Neglecting source-lens clustering, the ellipticity
now becomes:
 ' γ + (1 + 5s − 2)γκ + γI +  s. (29)
Constructing a theoretical expression for the two-point statis-
tic from this revised expression for the ellipticity now gives
us six types of terms: 〈γγ〉, 〈γIγ〉, 〈γIγI〉, 〈(γκ)γ〉, 〈(γκ)(γκ)〉, and
〈(γκ)γI〉. The first three terms remain unchanged from the first-
order case. The fourth term encompasses the basic reduced shear
and magnification bias corrections, and results in the shear power
spectrum corrections defined by Eqs. (14) and (22). The fifth of
these terms can be neglected, as it is a fourth-order term. The
final term creates an additional correction, δCI`;i j, to the observed
spectra that takes a form analogous to the basic reduced shear
and magnification bias corrections:
δCI`;i j = `(` + 1)
(` + 2)!
(` − 2)!
1
(` + 1/2)6
∫ ∞
0
d2`′
(2pi)2
cos(2φ′`)
× [(1 + 5si − 2)BκκIii j (`, `′,−` − `′)
+ (1 + 5s j − 2)BκκIj ji (`, `′,−` − `′)], (30)
where the convergence-IA bispectra, BκκIii j and B
κκI
j ji , are given by:
BκκIii j (`1, `2, `3)=
∫ χlim
0
dχ
d 4A(χ)
W2i (χ)n j(χ)BδδI(k1, k2, k3, χ), (31)
BκκIj ji (`1, `2, `3) =
∫ χlim
0
dχ
d 4A(χ)
W2j (χ)ni(χ)BδδI(k1, k2, k3, χ). (32)
The density perturbation-IA bispectrum, BδδI(k1, k2, k3, χ), can
be calculated in a similar way to the matter density perturba-
tion bispectrum, using perturbation theory and the Scoccimarro
& Couchman (2001) fitting formula. Accordingly:
BδδI(k1, k2, k3, χ) = 2Feff2 (k1, k2)PIδ(k1, χ)Pδδ(k2, χ)
+ 2Feff2 (k2, k3)Pδδ(k2, χ)PδI(k3, χ)
+ 2Feff2 (k1, k3)PδI(k1, χ)Pδδ(k3, χ), (33)
with PIδ(k1, χ) = PδI(k1, χ). This equation is an ansatz for how
IAs behave in the non-linear regime, analogous to the NLA
model. The described approach, and in particular the fitting func-
tions, remain valid because, in the NLA model, we can treat IAs
as a field proportional, by some redshift-dependence weighting,
to the matter density contrast. Since the fitting functions, Feff2 , do
not depend on the comoving distance, they remain unchanged.
For the full derivation of this bispectrum term, and a generalisa-
tion for similar terms, see Appendix A.
2.6. Shot noise
The shot noise term in Eq. (24) arises from the uncorrelated part
of the unlensed source ellipticities; represented by  s in Eq. (23).
This is zero for cross-correlation spectra, because the ellipticities
of galaxies at different comoving distances should be uncorre-
lated. However, it is non-zero for auto-correlation spectra. It is
written as:
N`;i j =
σ2
n¯g/Nbin
δKi j, (34)
where σ2 is the variance of the observed ellipticities in the
galaxy sample, n¯g is the galaxy surface density of the survey,
Nbin is the number of tomographic bins used, and δKi j is the Kro-
necker delta. Equation (34) assumes the bins are equi-populated.
2.7. Fisher and bias formalism
To estimate the uncertainty on cosmological parameters that will
be obtained from Euclid, we used the Fisher matrix approach
(Tegmark et al. 2015; Euclid Collaboration et al. 2019). In this
formalism, the Fisher matrix is defined as the expectation of the
Hessian of the likelihood:
Fτζ =
〈−∂2 ln L
∂θτ∂θζ
〉
, (35)
where L is the likelihood of the parameters given the data, and
τ and ζ refer to parameters of interest, θτ and θζ . Assuming a
Gaussian likelihood, the Fisher matrix can be rewritten in terms
of only the covariance of the data, C, and the mean of the data
vector, µ:
Fτζ =
1
2
tr
[
∂C
∂θτ
C−1
∂C
∂θζ
C−1
]
+
∑
pq
∂µp
∂θτ
(C−1)pq
∂µq
∂θζ
, (36)
where the summations over p and q are summations over the
variables in the data vector. In the case of cosmic shear, we can
take our signal to be the mean of the power spectrum, so the first
term in Eq. (36) vanishes.
In reality, the weak lensing likelihood is non-Gaussian
(see e.g. Sellentin et al. 2018). However, recent investiga-
tions indicate that the assumption of a Gaussian likelihood is
unlikely to lead to significant biases in the cosmological param-
eters inferred from a Stage IV weak lensing experiment (Lin
et al. 2019; Taylor et al. 2019). Additionally, while this non-
Gaussianity affects the shapes of the constraints on cosmological
parameters, it does not affect the calculation of the reduced shear
and magnification bias corrections, and accordingly does not sig-
nificantly affect the corresponding relative biases. For these rea-
sons, coupled with its simplicity, we proceed under the Gaussian
likelihood assumption for this work.
Similarly, the covariance of the data itself is non-Gaussian.
But, in contrast with the likelihood, we cannot assume a
Gaussian covariance for cosmic shear (see e.g. Barreira et al.
2018; Takada & Hu 2013). The dominant contribution to the
non-Gaussian part of the covariance is the super-sample covari-
ance (SSC; Hu & Kravtsov 2003). This additional component
arises from the fact that, in any galaxy survey, a limited frac-
tion of the Universe is observed. Density fluctuations with wave-
lengths larger than the size of the survey can then cause the
background density measured by the survey to no longer be
representative of the true average density of the Universe. Addi-
tional non-Gaussian contributions, such as connected trispec-
trum terms, can be safely neglected for Euclid (Barreira et al.
2018).
For weak lensing, the covariance can then be expressed as
the sum of the Gaussian, CovG, and SSC, CovSSC, parts:
Cov
[
C`;i j,C

`′;mn
]
= CovG
[
C`;i j,C

`′;mn
]
+ CovSSC
[
C`;i j,C

`′;mn
]
, (37)
where (i, j) and (m, n) are redshift bin pairs. The Gaussian
covariance is given by:
CovG
[
C`;i j,C

`′;mn
]
=
C
`;imC

`′; jn + C

`;inC

`′; jm
(2` + 1) fsky∆`
δK``′ , (38)
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where δK is the Kronecker delta, ∆` is the bandwidth of `-modes
sampled, and fsky is the fraction of the sky surveyed. The contri-
bution from SSC can be approximated as (Lacasa & Grain 2019):
CovSSC
[
C`;i j,C

`′;mn
]
≈ R` C`;i j R` C`′;mn S i jmn, (39)
where S i jmn is the dimensionless volume-averaged covariance of
the background matter density contrast, and R` is the effective
relative response of the observed power spectrum.
The specific Fisher matrix used in this investigation can be
expressed as:
FGτζ =
`max∑
l′=`min
`max∑
`=`min
∑
i j,mn
∂C
`;i j
∂θτ
Cov−1
[
C `;i j,C

l′mn
] ∂Cl′mn
∂θζ
, (40)
where (`min, `max) are the minimum and maximum angular
wavenumbers used, and the sum is over the `-blocks.
From this, we can calculate the expected uncertainties on our
parameters, στ, using the relation:
στ =
√
(F−1)ττ. (41)
The Fisher matrix can also be used to determine the projected
confidence region ellipses of pairs of cosmological parameters
(Euclid Collaboration et al. 2019).
In the presence of a systematic effect in the signal, the Fisher
matrix formalism can be adapted to measure how biased the
inferred cosmological parameter values are if this effect is not
taken into consideration (Taylor et al. 2007). This bias is calcu-
lated as follows:
b(θτ) =
∑
ζ
(F−1)τζ Bζ , (42)
with:
Bζ =
`max∑
l′=`min
`max∑
`=`min
∑
i j,mn
δC`;i jCov−1
[
C `;i j,C

l′mn
] ∂Cl′mn
∂ζ
, (43)
where δC`;i j is the value of the systematic effect for bins (i, j), in
our case reduced shear and magnification bias.
3. Methodology
In order to quantify the impact of the three corrections
on Euclid, we adopted the forecasting specifications of Euclid
Collaboration et al. (2019). Accordingly, we took there to be ten
equi-populated tomographic bins, with bin edges: {0.001, 0.418,
0.560, 0.678, 0.789, 0.900, 1.019, 1.155, 1.324, 1.576, 2.50}.
We primarily investigated the impact on the “optimistic” case
for such a survey, in which `-modes of up to 5000 are probed,
because this is necessary for Euclid to reach its required figure
of merit using cosmic shear (Euclid Collaboration et al. 2019).
For the “pessimistic” case, see Appendix B. We considered the
intrinsic variance of observed ellipticities to have two compo-
nents, each with a value of 0.21, so that the intrinsic ellipticity
root-mean-square value σ =
√
2 × 0.21 ≈ 0.3. For Euclid, we
took the surface density of galaxies to be n¯g = 30 arcmin−2, and
the fraction of sky covered to be fsky = 0.36.
Furthermore, we considered the wCDM model case in our
calculations. This extension of the ΛCDM model accounts for
a time-varying dark energy equation of state. In this model, we
have the following parameters: the present-day matter density
parameter Ωm, the present-day baryonic matter density param-
eter Ωb, the Hubble parameter h = H0/100 km s−1 Mpc−1, the
spectral index ns, the RMS value of density fluctuations on
8 h−1 Mpc scales σ8, the present-day dark energy density param-
eter ΩDE, the present-day value of the dark energy equation of
state w0, and the high redshift value of the dark energy equa-
tion of state wa. Additionally, we assumed neutrinos to have
masses. We denote the sum of neutrino masses by
∑
mν , 0.
This quantity was kept fixed, and we did not generate confidence
contours for it, in concordance with Euclid Collaboration et al.
(2019). The fiducial values chosen for these parameters are given
in Table 1. These values were chosen to allow for a direct and
consistent comparison of the two corrections with the forecasted
precision of Euclid. The values provided in the forecasting spec-
ifications for the free parameters of the NLA model were also
used in our work, in Eqs. (27) and (28). These are: AIA = 1.72
and CIA = 0.0134.
As in Euclid Collaboration et al. (2019), we chose to define
the distributions of galaxies in our tomographic bins, for photo-
metric redshift estimates, as:
Ni(z) =
∫ z+i
z−i
dzp n(z)pph(zp|z)∫ zmax
zmin
dz
∫ z+i
z−i
dzp n(z)pph(zp|z)
, (44)
where zp is measured photometric redshift, z−i and z
+
i are edges of
the ith redshift bin, and zmin and zmax define the range of redshifts
covered by the survey. Then, ni(χ) = Ni(z)dz/dχ. In Eq. (44),
n(z) is the true distribution of galaxies with redshift, z; defined
as in the Euclid Red Book (Laureijs et al. 2011):
n(z) ∝
( z
z0
)2
exp
[
−
( z
z0
)3/2]
, (45)
where z0 = zm/
√
2, with zm = 0.9 as the median redshift of the
survey. Meanwhile, the function pph(zp|z) describes the probabil-
ity that a galaxy at redshift z is measured to have a redshift zp,
and takes the parameterisation:
pph(zp|z) = 1 − fout√
2piσb(1 + z)
exp
{
− 1
2
[ z − cbzp − zb
σb(1 + z)
]2}
+
fout√
2piσo(1 + z)
exp
{
− 1
2
[ z − cozp − zo
σo(1 + z)
]2}
. (46)
In this parameterisation, the first term describes the multiplica-
tive and additive bias in redshift determination for the fraction
of sources with a well measured redshift, whereas the second
term accounts for the effect of a fraction of catastrophic outliers,
fout. The values of these parameters, chosen to match the selec-
tion of Euclid Collaboration et al. (2019), are stated in Table 2.
By using this formalism, the impact of the photometric redshift
uncertainties was also included in the derivatives, with respect to
the cosmological parameters, of the shear power spectra.
The matter density power spectrum and growth factor used in
our analyses were computed using the publicly available CLASS4
cosmology package (Blas et al. 2011). Within the framework of
CLASS, we included non-linear corrections to the matter den-
sity power spectrum, using the Halofit model (Takahashi et al.
2012). Using these modelling specifics, we first calculated the
basic reduced shear correction of Eq. (14), and the resulting
biases in the wCDM parameters. In doing so, we computed
the derivatives of our tomographic matrices, at each sampled
`-mode, using a simple finite-difference method. To calculate the
dimensionless volume-averaged covariance of the background
4 http://class-code.net/
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Table 1. Fiducial values of wCDM cosmological parameters for which
the bias from reduced shear and magnification bias corrections is
calculated.
Cosmological parameter Fiducial value
Ωm 0.32
Ωb 0.05
h 0.67
ns 0.96
σ8 0.816∑
mν (eV) 0.06
ΩDE 0.68
w0 −1
wa 0
Notes. These values were selected in accordance with Euclid Collabora-
tion forecasting choices (Euclid Collaboration et al. 2019); to facilitate
consistent comparisons. We note that the value of the neutrino mass was
kept fixed in the Fisher matrix calculations.
Table 2. Choice of parameter values used to define the probability dis-
tribution function of the photometric redshift distribution of sources, in
Eq. (46).
Model parameter Fiducial value
cb 1.0
zb 0.0
σb 0.05
co 1.0
zo 0.1
σo 0.05
fout 0.1
Notes. We did not consider how variation in the quality of photometric
redshifts impacts the Fisher matrix predictions.
matter density contrast of Eq. (39), we used the publicly avail-
able PySSC5 code (Lacasa & Grain 2019) to compute the fullsky
value, and divided by the Euclid value of fsky. Additionally, we
set R` ≈ 4 for weak lensing6.
Our Fisher matrices included the parameters Ωm,Ωb, h, ns,
σ8, ΩDE, w0, wa, and AIA. We did not include any additional
nuisance parameters. However, we do not expect this to affect
the significance of the corrections, as Euclid Collaboration et al.
(2019) find that the inclusion of various nuisance parameters typ-
ically alters the predicted relative uncertainties on cosmological
parameters by less than 10%. No prior was added to our Fisher
matrix analysis.
The correction for magnification bias, and the resulting
biases in the cosmological parameters, were calculated in the
same way. The slope of the luminosity function, as defined in
Eq. (19), was calculated for each redshift bin using the approach
described in Appendix C of Joachimi & Bridle (2010). We
applied a finite-difference method to the fitting formula for
galaxy number density as a function of limiting magnitude stated
here, in order to calculate the slope of the luminosity function at
the limiting magnitude of Euclid, 24.5 (Laureijs et al. 2011); or
AB in the Euclid VIS band (Cropper et al. 2012). This technique
produces slope values consistent with those generated from the
Schechter function approach of Liu et al. (2014). The calculated
slopes for each redshift bin are given in Table 3. However, we
5 https://github.com/fabienlacasa/PySSC
6 Priv. comm. with F. Lacasa.
Table 3. Slope of the luminosity function for each redshift bin, calcu-
lated at the central redshifts of each bin.
Bin i Central redshift Slope si
1 0.2095 0.196
2 0.489 0.274
3 0.619 0.320
4 0.7335 0.365
5 0.8445 0.412
6 0.9595 0.464
7 1.087 0.525
8 1.2395 0.603
9 1.45 0.720
10 2.038 1.089
Notes. These are evaluated at the limiting magnitude 24.5 (AB in the
Euclid VIS band; Cropper et al. 2012). The slopes are determined
using finite difference methods with the fitting formula of Joachimi
& Bridle (2010), which is based on fitting to COMBO-17 and SDSS
r-band results (Blake & Bridle 2005).
emphasise that while this method allows the investigation of the
impact of magnification bias at this stage, when the correction
is computed for the true Euclid data, updated galaxy number
counts determined directly from Euclid observations should be
used to ensure accuracy.
We then combined the two corrections, and calculated the
resulting biases, as well as the resulting confidence contours
for parameter combinations. Next, the additional IA-lensing bias
interaction term from Eq. (30) was included, and the biases were
recomputed.
To validate the perturbative formalism based on a fitting for-
mula for the matter bispectrum, we also computed the reduced
shear correction using a forward model approach assuming the
lognormal field approximation (Hilbert et al. 2011; Mancini
et al. 2018; Xavier et al. 2016). This approximation was recently
used to generate a covariance matrix in the Dark Energy Sur-
vey Year 1 analysis (Troxel et al. 2018). Using the pipeline
recently presented in Taylor et al. (2019) (which uses the pub-
lic code CAMB (Lewis et al. 2000), Halofit (Takahashi et al.
2012), Cosmosis (Zuntz et al. 2015) and the python wrapper
of HEALpix7 (Górski et al. 1999, 2005) – HEALpy) we computed
the reduced shear correction by averaging over 100 forward real-
isations. We compared our semi-analytic approach to the for-
ward modelled approach, for the auto-correlation spectrum of
a single tomographic bin spanning the entire redshift range of
0–2.5. To ensure a consistent comparison was made with the
forward model approach, the correction computed from the per-
turbative formalism in this case used the best-fitting photomet-
ric redshift galaxy distribution of the CFHTLenS catalogue (Van
Waerbeke et al. 2013):
n(z) = 1.5 exp
[
− (z − 0.7)
2
0.1024
]
+ 0.2 exp
[
− (z − 1.2)
2
0.2116
]
, (47)
as this is used in Taylor et al. (2019). In this comparison, we did
not consider magnification bias, or the IA-enhanced lensing bias
case.
4. Results and discussion
In this section, we report the impact of the various effects studied
on Euclid. We first present the individual and combined impacts
7 https://sourceforge.net/projects/healpix/
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of the reduced shear and magnification bias corrections. The
impact of IA-enhanced lensing bias is also discussed. Finally, we
present a forward modelled approach for computing the reduced
shear correction.
4.1. The reduced shear correction
The relative magnitude of the basic reduced shear correction
described by Eq. (14), to the observed shear auto-correlation
spectra (excluding shot noise), at various redshifts, is shown in
Fig. 1. The correction increases with `, and becomes particu-
larly pronounced at scales above ` ∼ 100. This is expected, as
small-scale modes grow faster in high-density regions, where the
convergence tends to be greater, so there is more power in these
regions. We can also see, from Fig. 1, that the relative mag-
nitude of the correction increases with redshift, as the reduced
shear correction has an extra factor of the lensing kernel, Wi(χ),
in comparison to the angular shear spectra. The lensing ker-
nel increases with comoving distance and, accordingly, redshift.
While only a selection of auto-correlation spectra are presented
in Fig. 1 for illustration purposes, the remaining auto and cross-
correlation spectra exhibit the same trends.
The uncertainties on the wCDM cosmological parameters
that are predicted for Euclid, are stated in Table 4. Corre-
spondingly, Table 5 shows the biases that are induced in the
predicted cosmological parameters from neglecting the basic
reduced shear correction.
Biases are typically considered acceptable when the biased
and unbiased confidence regions have an overlap of at least
90%; corresponding to the magnitude of the bias being <0.25σ
(Massey et al. 2013). The majority of the biases are not signif-
icant, with Ωm, Ωb, h, ns, and σ8 remaining strongly consistent
pre- and post-correction. However, ΩDE, w0, and wa, all exhibit
significant biases of 0.31σ, −0.32σ, and 0.39σ, respectively.
Since one of the chief goals of upcoming weak lensing surveys
is the inference of dark energy parameters, these biases, which
can be readily dealt with, indicate that the reduced shear correc-
tion must be included when constraining cosmological param-
eters from the surveys. Also shown in Table 4 is the change in
the uncertainty itself, when the reduced shear correction and its
derivatives are included in the Fisher matrix used for predic-
tion. In general, the change is negligible, because the reduced
shear correction and its derivatives are relatively small in com-
parison to the shear spectra and derivatives. In the absence of
any corrections, there are near-exact degeneracies which result in
large uncertainties when the Fisher matrix is inverted. However,
because we are dealing with near-zero eigenvalues in the Fisher
matrix, even subtle changes to the models that encode informa-
tion can significantly change the resulting parameter constraints.
Since the reduced shear correction depends on the observed
density of baryonic matter, including it slightly improves the
constraint on Ωb. Also, the predicted uncertainties on h are also
reduced, as the correction term has an additional factor of the
lensing kernel relative to the angular power spectrum; increas-
ing sensitivity to h by a power of two. The fitting formulae used
to describe the matter bispectrum, as part of the correction term,
also have a non-trivial dependence on ns. This means that the
sensitivity to ns is also increased, when the correction is made.
On the other hand, the uncertainty on ΩDE worsens upon cor-
recting for the reduced shear approximation. This stems from the
fact that the derivative of the correction term with respect to ΩDE
is negative, as a higher dark energy density results in a Universe
that has experienced a greater rate of expansion, and accordingly
is more sparsely populated with matter. Then, convergence in
general is lower, and the magnitude of the correction drops as
the approximation is more accurate. Therefore, the magnitude of
the reduced shear correction and the strength of the ΩDE signal
are inversely correlated. This means that in the case where the
reduced shear correction is made, ΩDE is less well constrained
than in the case where there is no correction. Conversely, increas-
ing w0 and wa decreases the rate of expansion of the Universe,
and so sensitivity to w0 and wa increases in the case when the
correction is made.
4.2. The magnification bias correction
Figure 1 shows the magnitude of the basic magnification bias
correction, relative to the shear auto-correlation spectra (again
excluding shot noise). In this case, the relative magnitude of
the correction again increases with redshift. However, in the two
lowest redshift bins shown, the correction is subtractive. This is
the case for the five lowest redshift bins, of the ten that we con-
sider. This is due to the dilution of galaxy density dominating
over the magnification of individual galaxies, as there are fewer
intrinsically fainter galaxies at lower redshifts. Conversely, at
higher redshifts, there are more fainter sources which lie on the
threshold of the survey’s magnitude cut, that are then magnified
to be included in the sample.
The change in the uncertainty of the cosmological param-
eters if magnification bias is corrected for, and the bias in
these parameters if magnification bias is neglected, are given
in Tables 4 and 5, respectively. Accordingly, correcting for the
magnification bias has a noticeable effect on the uncertainties of
the parameters Ωb, h, ns, ΩDE, w0, and wa. These changes follow
the same trends as those seen from the reduced shear correction.
We note, however, that the changes in uncertainty induced by the
inclusion of this correction will likely be dwarfed by those result-
ing from the combination of Euclid weak lensing data with other
probes; both internal and external. For example, the combination
of weak lensing with other Euclid probes alone, such as photo-
metric and spectroscopic galaxy clustering as well as the cross-
correlation between weak lensing and photometric galaxy clus-
tering, will significantly improve parameter constraints (Euclid
Collaboration et al. 2019).
If magnification bias is not corrected for, the values deter-
mined for the parameters Ωm, σ8, ΩDE, w0, and wa are signif-
icantly biased at −0.43σ, 0.36σ, 1.05σ, −0.35σ, and 0.81σ,
respectively. All of these biases are higher than the correspond-
ing bias from making the reduced shear approximation. Given
that half of the cosmological parameters are significantly biased
if magnification bias is neglected, this correction is necessary for
Euclid.
4.3. The combined correction
The relative magnitude of the combined reduced shear and magni-
fication bias correction is shown in Fig. 1. At the lowest redshifts
considered, the subtractive magnification bias correction essen-
tially cancels out the reduced shear correction. Then, at interme-
diate redshifts, the magnification bias is additive and comparable
to the reduced shear correction. However, the dominant part of
combined corrections is found at the highest redshifts, where the
magnification bias correction is particularly strong. Therefore, the
combined correction term is predominantly additive across the
survey’s redshift bins. The effects of the combined corrections,
on the predicted cosmological parameter constraints, are stated
in Table 4 and shown in Fig. 2. The constraints largely remain
affected as they were by just the magnification bias correction. The
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Fig. 1. Reduced shear (top left), magnification bias (top right), and combined (bottom) corrections relative to the observed angular shear auto-
correlation spectra (excluding shot noise), for four different redshift bins. For the basic reduced shear correction, the relative size of the correction
increases alongside redshift, as the correction term has an additional factor of the lensing kernel compared to the power spectra. The correction
plateaus at higher redshifts, because the lensed light encounters the most non-linearity and clustering at lower redshifts. It also increases with
`, as convergence tends to be higher on smaller physical scales. For the basic magnification bias correction, the relative size of the correction
also increases with redshift. At lower redshifts, the term is subtractive, as the magnification of individual galaxies dominates, leading to an
overestimation of the galaxy density. Whereas, at higher redshifts, the dilution of galaxy density dominates, leading to an underestimation of the
power spectra if the correction is not made. For the combined effect of the two corrections, the magnification bias correction effectively cancels
out the reduced shear correction at the lowest redshifts. Meanwhile, at intermediate redshifts, the magnification bias is small, but additive; slightly
enhancing the reduced shear correction. However, at the highest redshifts, the magnification bias is particularly strong, and the combined correction
is significantly greater than at lower redshifts. The corrections seen here are in the case of the wCDM cosmology of Table 1.
Table 4. Predicted uncertainties for the wCDM parameters from Table 1, for Euclid, in the various cases studied.
Cosmological W/o correction With RS correction With MB correction With RS+MB corrections
parameter uncertainty (1-σ) uncertainty (1-σ) uncertainty (1-σ) uncertainty (1-σ)
Ωm 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.013
Ωb 0.021 0.019 0.017 0.017
h 0.13 0.092 0.081 0.082
ns 0.032 0.019 0.018 0.018
σ8 0.012 0.011 0.012 0.012
ΩDE 0.050 0.063 0.059 0.068
w0 0.17 0.15 0.14 0.17
wa 0.95 0.91 0.84 1.01
Notes. The “with correction” uncertainties are for the cases when the stated corrections are included Fisher matrix calculation. “RS” denotes
reduced shear, and “MB” denotes magnification bias. The combined contribution to the uncertainty from both corrections is labelled “RS+MB”.
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Table 5. Biases induced in the wCDM parameters of Table 1, from neglecting the various corrections, for Euclid.
Cosmological Basic RS correction Basic MB correction Combined RS+MB IA-enhanced correction
parameter cosmology bias/σ cosmology bias/σ cosmology Bias/σ cosmology Bias/σ
Ωm −0.11 −0.43 −0.53 −0.62
Ωb 0.016 −0.22 −0.20 −0.25
h 0.069 −0.029 0.040 −0.007
ns −0.093 −0.24 −0.34 −0.27
σ8 0.068 0.36 0.43 0.52
ΩDE 0.31 1.05 1.36 1.32
w0 −0.32 −0.35 −0.68 −0.67
wa 0.39 0.81 1.21 1.14
Notes. The biases when only the basic reduced shear correction is used, when only the basic magnification bias correction is used, when the
combined bias from these two corrections is used, and when the IA-enhanced lensing bias correction is used, are given. “RS” denotes reduced
shear, and “MB” denotes magnification bias. The combined effect is labelled “RS+MB”.
Fig. 2. Predicted 2-parameter projected 1-σ and 2-σ contours on the wCDM cosmological parameters from Table 1, for Euclid. The optimistic
case, probing `-modes up to 5000, is considered here. The biases in the predicted values of the cosmological parameters, that arise from neglecting
the basic reduced shear and magnification bias corrections, are shown here (bottom left). The additional IA-lensing bias terms are not included.
Of these, Ωm, σ8, ns, ΩDE, w0, and wa have significant biases of −0.53σ, 0.43σ, −0.34σ, 1.36σ, −0.68σ, and 1.21σ, respectively. Additionally,
the altered contours from including the reduced shear and magnification bias corrections, and their derivatives, in the Fisher matrix calculation are
also shown (top right). The contours decrease in size for the parameters Ωb, h, ns, w0, and wa. However, in the case of ΩDE, the contours increase
in size.
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Fig. 3. Two components of the IA-enhanced lensing bias correction,
Eqs. (14) and (30), for the cross-spectra of our first (0.001 ≤ z ≤ 0.418),
and tenth bins (1.576 ≤ z ≤ 2.50). For the first bin, the basic correction
is already sub-dominant, and the additional IA-enhanced terms cancels
it out. In the higher redshift bin, the second term is sub-dominant. This
trend persists across all bins.
constraints on h and ns worsen slightly when the two corrections
are considered together, due to their differing behaviour at lower
redshifts. The uncertainty onΩDE also increases further. Addition-
ally, Fig. 2 and Table 5 show the biases induced in the cosmologi-
cal parameters if these corrections are neglected. As expected, the
biases add together linearly, and when combined the biases on ns
andw0 also become significant. Now, all but two of the cosmolog-
ical parameters are significantly biased, emphasising the need for
these two corrections to be applied to the angular power spectra
that will be obtained from Euclid.
Furthermore, the combination of weak lensing with other
probes will improve parameter constraints, whilst leaving the
biases resulting from reduced shear and magnification bias
unchanged; meaning that the relative biases in this scenario will
be even higher. This further stresses the importance of these
corrections.
4.4. The IA-enhanced lensing bias correction
When the IA-lensing bias interaction term, from Eq. (30), is
also accounted for, the biases are minimally altered. These are
displayed in Table 5. From these, we see that the additional term,
is non-trivial, but does not induce significant biases in the cos-
mological parameters obtained at our current level of precision
by itself. However, when combined with the basic reduced shear
and magnification terms, it leads to the total bias in Ωb becom-
ing significant, while the total bias in ns is suppressed to now
only be on the threshold of significance. The nature of this addi-
tional correction, and its relatively minor impact, is explained by
Fig. 3. This charts the change with ` and redshift, of the two com-
ponents of the IA-enhanced lensing bias, δCRS+MB
`;i j and δC
I
`;i j.
From this, we see that for the lowest redshift bins, the two
already small terms cancel each other out and at higher red-
shifts, the latter term is evidently sub-dominant. Accordingly,
while upcoming surveys must make the basic reduced shear and
magnification bias corrections to extract accurate information,
the IA-enhanced correction is not strictly necessary.
4.5. Forward modelling comparison
Figure 4 compares the reduced shear corrections obtained from
the perturbative and forward modelling approaches, for a singu-
Fig. 4. Reduced shear correction using the bispectrum perturbative
approach (see Sect. 2.2) and using the forward model in the lognormal
field approximation presented in Taylor et al. (2019). The data points
are plotted at the geometric mean of the `-bin boundaries. There is mild
disagreement at intermediate `-modes. This is to be expected given the
approximations that go into the bispectrum fitting formula and the log-
normal field approximation. Nevertheless the agreement at low-` and in
the highest `-bin are striking. Here Cgg` labels the reduced shear auto-
correlation spectrum, whileCγγ` denotes the shear-shear auto-correlation
spectrum.
lar tomographic bin spanning the entire probed redshift range of
0–2.5. There is remarkable agreement between the two within
the range of `-modes that will be observed by Euclid, par-
ticularly at the highest and lowest `-modes. We see minor
disagreements at intermediate `-modes, however, this is unsur-
prising given the various different approximations and assump-
tions made in the two techniques. We also note that at `-modes
beyond the survey’s limit, the lognormal approach will under-
predict the perturbative solution. Performing cosmological infer-
ence on full forward models of the data using density-estimation
likelihood-free inference (DELFI; Alsing & Wandelt 2018;
Alsing et al. 2019) to compute the posteriors on cosmological
parameters is emerging as a new paradigm in cosmic shear anal-
yses (Taylor et al. 2019; Alsing & Wandelt 2018). It is shown
in Taylor et al. (2019), Alsing et al. (2019) that O(1000) sim-
ulations are needed to perform inference on Stage IV data and
in contrast to MCMC methods (see e.g. Foreman-Mackey et al.
2013) these can be run in parallel, at up to 100 simulations at a
time. In the future it may be easier to handle the reduced shear
correction in this paradigm, rather than directly computing the
lensing observable with a perturbative expansion.
The eventual aim for a DELFI pipeline (Taylor et al. 2019)
is to compute lensing observables from full N-body simulations
(see e.g. Izard et al. 2017). This would avoid the need to write a
matter bispectrum emulator trained on simulations, although, the
N-body simulations used for this purpose would need to accu-
rately represent the physics of the bispectrum.
5. Conclusions
In this work, we quantified the impact that making the reduced
shear approximation and neglecting magnification bias will have
on angular power spectra of upcoming weak lensing surveys.
Specifically, we calculated the biases that would be expected in
the cosmological parameters obtained from Euclid. By doing
so, significant biases were found for Ωm, σ8, ns, ΩDE, w0,
and wa of −0.53σ, 0.43σ, −0.34σ, 1.36σ, −0.68σ, and 1.21σ,
respectively. We also built the formalism for an IA-enhanced
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correction. This was discovered to be sub-dominant. Given the
severity of our calculated biases, we conclude that it is necessary
to make both the reduced shear and magnification bias correc-
tions for Stage IV experiments.
However, there are important limitations to consider in the
approach described here. In calculating these corrections, the
Limber approximation is still made. This approximation is typ-
ically valid above ` ∼ 100. But, for Euclid we expect to reach
`-modes of ten. Therefore, the impact of this simplification at the
correction level must be evaluated. Given that the dominant con-
tributions to the reduced shear and magnification bias corrections
come from `-modes above 100, we would not expect the Lim-
ber approximation to significantly affect the resulting cosmolog-
ical biases. However, an explicit calculation is still warranted.
Furthermore, the various correction terms depend on bispec-
tra which are not well understood: they both involve making
a plethora of assumptions, and using fitting formulae that have
accuracies of only 30–50% on small scales.
In addition, this work does not consider the impact of bary-
onic feedback on the corrections. We would expect that baryonic
feedback behaves in a similar way to lowering the fiducial value
σ8 (see Appendix C), that is, they both suppress structure growth
in high density regions. Accordingly, it is likely that the inclusion
of baryonic feedback would have an effect on these corrections.
If the matter power spectrum is suppressed by a greater frac-
tion than the matter bispectrum, then the biases will increase.
However, it is not currently clear to what degree the matter bis-
pectrum is suppressed relative to the matter power spectrum,
and existing numerical simulations propose seemingly incon-
sistent answers (see e.g. Barreira et al. 2019 in comparison to
Semboloni et al. 2013). For this reason, we cannot robustly quan-
tify the impact of baryonic feedback on the biases. As knowl-
edge of the impact of baryons on the bispectrum improves, the
reduced shear and magnification bias corrections should be mod-
ified accordingly.
An additional hurdle is the large computational expense of
these terms; arising from the multiple nested integrals needing
numerical computation. Computing the reduced shear and mag-
nification bias corrections for this work took of the order of 24 h
when multiprocessing across 100 CPU threads. Including the IA-
enhanced correction term increases this to ∼48 h. This expense
can be prohibitive if the correction is to be included in infer-
ence methods. Considering that forward modelling approaches,
such as a DELFI pipeline, could both bypass the need for matter
bispectrum fitting formulae, and reduce computation time, we
recommend that forward modelling should be used to account
for these corrections in the future. However, there is also merit
in exploring whether the existing processes can be optimised.
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Appendix A: Generalised lensing bispectra
formulae
We can extend the methodology used to describe the matter bis-
pectrum, Bδδδ, to describe the bispectrum of three related quan-
tities, Bµνη. Here, the three fields µ, ν, and η are proportional to
the density contrast, δ, by some redshift-dependent weightings.
This means they behave as δ would, under a small change in the
fiducial cosmology. In this way, the second-order perturbation
theory approach of Fry (1984) remains valid. We also assume
Gaussian random initial conditions. Accordingly, the bispectrum
is defined by first and second-order terms:
Bµνη(k1, k2, k3) = 〈[˜µ(1)(k1) + µ˜(2)(k1)]
× [˜ν(1)(k2) + ν˜(2)(k2)]
× [˜η(1)(k3) + η˜(2)(k3)]〉, (A.1)
where the superscripts (2) and (1) denote the second and first-
order terms respectively. But because we take Gaussian random
initial conditions, the value of the three-point correlation van-
ishes at the lowest-order. Additionally, we can neglect products
of second-order terms, as these are fourth-order terms. Equa-
tion (A.1) now becomes:
Bµνη(k1, k2, k3) = 〈˜µ(2)(k1 )˜ν(1)(k2 )˜η(1)(k3)〉
+ 〈˜ν(2)(k2 )˜µ(1)(k1 )˜η(1)(k3)〉
+ 〈˜η(2)(k3 )˜µ(1)(k1 )˜ν(1)(k2)〉. (A.2)
The above assumption relating the three fields to δ, also leads
us to concluding that δ(1) is related to δ(2) in the same way that
µ(1), ν(1), and η(1) are related to µ(2), ν(2), and η(2) respectively.
In which case, we can directly adapt Eq. (40) of Fry (1984), to
read:
Bµνη(k1, k2, k3) = 2F2(k2, k3)Pµν(k2)Pµη(k3)
+ 2F2(k1, k3)Pνµ(k1)Pνη(k3)
+ 2F2(k1, k2)Pηµ(k1)Pην(k2), (A.3)
with:
F2(k1, k2) =
5
7
+
1
2
k1 · k2
k1k2
(k1
k2
+
k2
k1
)
+
2
7
( k1 · k2
k1k2
)2
. (A.4)
As in Scoccimarro & Couchman (2001), this can then be
modified to include numerical fitting to N-body simulations
by exchanging F2 for Feff2 , as defined in Eq. (17). The fitting
formula determined in Scoccimarro & Couchman (2001) still
remains valid, because it does not have any redshift dependence
and does not depend on the fiducial cosmology. The density
perturbation-IA bispectrum, used in the IA-enhanced lensing
bias correction, is then a specific case of this formula, where
µ = ν = δ, and η = I.
Appendix B: The “pessimistic” case for Euclid
Given the complexities of modelling both astrophysical uncer-
tainties and the non-Gaussian covariance terms at high `-modes,
Euclid Collaboration et al. (2019) define a “pessimistic” case
for Euclid forecasts. In this case, an `-cut is made at 1500. In
this section, we calculate the uncertainties on the cosmological
parameters, and the biases induced in them by the reduced shear
approximation and magnification when this cut is made. Here, as
Table B.1. Predicted 1-σ uncertainties, and biases from neglecting
reduced shear and magnification, for the wCDM parameters that would
be determined from Euclid, for the fiducial cosmology of Table 1, mak-
ing a scale-cut at ` = 1500.
Cosmological 1-σ Reduced shear + magnification
parameter uncertainty bias/σ
Ωm 0.016 −0.15
Ωb 0.027 −0.073
h 0.15 0.019
ns 0.039 −0.12
σ8 0.017 0.055
ΩDE 0.13 0.28
w0 0.24 −0.075
wa 1.82 0.22
before, we include both the Gaussian and SSC covariance terms.
The results are shown in Table B.1.
Now, we find that the biases are significantly reduced in
comparison to the “optimistic” case. However, the bias in ΩDE
remains significant, at 0.28σ. Therefore, even in this non-ideal
scenario, the reduced shear and magnification bias corrections
must still be made.
Appendix C: The impact of varying the fiducial
cosmology
Table C.1. Predicted 1-σ uncertainties for the wCDM parameters that
would be determined from Euclid using a Gaussian covariance, for fidu-
cial cosmologies with lower and higher values of σ8 and ns, (0.716,
0.916) and (0.86, 1.06) respectively, are shown.
Cosmological EC19 Low σ8 High σ8 Low ns High ns
parameter 1-σ 1-σ 1-σ 1-σ 1-σ
Ωm 0.012 0.016 0.0085 0.014 0.012
Ωb 0.021 0.024 0.0043 0.020 0.023
h 0.13 0.13 0.041 0.12 0.13
ns 0.031 0.031 0.012 0.030 0.031
σ8 0.011 0.014 0.041 0.012 0.011
ΩDE 0.050 0.065 0.037 0.061 0.059
w0 0.16 0.21 0.13 0.17 0.16
wa 0.94 1.18 0.76 1.03 1.03
Notes. The uncertainties obtained with the fiducial cosmology of Euclid
Collaboration et al. (2019, EC19) are shown for reference.
Owing to the fact that the reduced shear and magnification bias
corrections are a projection of the matter bispectrum, while
the shear auto and cross-spectra are projections of the mat-
ter power spectrum, the relative size of the correction in com-
parison to the shear spectra is strongly influenced by non-
linearity (Shapiro 2009). The parameters σ8 and ns have the
strongest effect on non-linearity, therefore we examine the effect
of changing these parameters on the biases, assuming a Gaussian
covariance.
Tables C.1 and C.2 show the recomputed uncertainties and
biases, respectively, when the fiducial values of σ8 are lowered
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Fig. C.1. Predicted 1- and 2-σ contours on the wCDM cosmological parameters, for Euclid, for different values of σ8. All other parameter values
are fixed to those shown in Table 1. Confidence regions and biases for σ8 = 0.716 (bottom left), and σ8 = 0.916 (top right) are shown. The
additional IA-enhanced lensing bias is not included in these results. For the lower value of σ8, the biases are supressed slightly, but still remain
significant. However, for the higher value of σ8, the significances of the biases in the cosmological parameters are heightened.
to 0.716, and raised to 0.916. These biases are also visualised
in Fig. C.1. As expected, lowering the fiducial value of σ8 sup-
presses the biases, though they still remain significant, whilst
raising this value aggravates the biases. Contributing to these
changes is also the fact that the predicted uncertainties in the
parameters generally decrease asσ8 is increased, with the excep-
tion of σ8 itself.
The effects on the uncertainties of varying ns, to 0.86 then
1.06, are shown in Table C.1. Figure C.2 and Table C.2 show
the biases after this variation. The effect on the significances
of the biases is less straightforward in this case. The parame-
ters are affected relatively differently in comparison to the vari-
ation of σ8. In general, the change in the ratio of the biases
to the uncertainties is non-trivial, but relatively subtle. The
exceptions to this being σ8 and Ωm. For these parameters, the
biases reduce considerably in magnitude. Despite the changes,
the biases in each of the previously affected parameters remain
significant.
Table C.2. Biases induced in the wCDM parameters, using a Gaussian
covariance, from neglecting the two studied corrections, for lower and
higher fiducial values of σ8 and ns, (0.716, 0.916) and (0.86, 1.06)
respectively, are shown.
Cosmological EC19 Low σ8 High σ8 Low ns High ns
parameter bias/σ bias/σ bias/σ bias/σ bias/σ
Ωm −0.51 −0.33 −0.76 −0.70 −0.41
Ωb −0.19 −0.097 −1.29 −0.22 −0.23
h 0.059 0.076 −0.24 0.10 0.018
ns −0.36 −0.29 −0.97 −0.44 −0.50
σ8 0.37 0.28 0.41 0.54 0.20
ΩDE 1.36 0.89 2.07 1.31 1.43
w0 −0.66 −0.41 −0.99 −0.67 −0.62
wa 1.21 0.76 1.85 1.15 1.26
Notes. The biases obtained with the fiducial cosmology of Euclid
Collaboration et al. (2019, EC19) are shown for reference.
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Fig. C.2. Predicted 1- and 2-σ contours on the wCDM cosmological parameters, for Euclid, for different values of ns. All other parameter values are
fixed to those shown in Table 1. Confidence regions and biases for ns = 0.86 (bottom left), and ns = 1.06 (top right) are shown. The additional IA-
enhanced lensing bias is not included in these results. In general, varying the fiducial value of ns does not cause notable change to the significances
of the biases.
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